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Agony and Ecstasy:
Basketball upsets undefeated 
Pacific and loses to C S U N ,  12
Uncommon: ‘Electric Circus' 




Roe V. Wade has 
effect 30 years later
By Andrea Svoboda
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
Supporters of reproductive rights riationwide today celebrate the 30th anniversary of the Roe v. Wade ruling, a federal decision which legalized abortion.In 1993, the court recognized tor the first time that the right to pri­vacy is broad enough toencompass a woman’s decision whether or not to terminate her pregnancy.Before the rul­ing, “nearly all states outlawed abortion except to save a life
► A recent 
study has shown 
that the U.S. 
abortion rate has 
reached its low­
est since the 
1970s.
► The number 
of providers who 
perform surgical 
abortions has 
also fallen.woman s itt  orfor limited reasoas such as preserving the woman’s health, instances of rape, incest or fetal anomaly,’’ according to the 1973 decision.Though abortions were illegal prior to Roe V . Wade, they did happen.For Joyce, who spoke to Mustang Daily on condition of anonymity, the Roe V . Wade ruling came a few years too late.As a secretary in New York City still living with her parents, Joyce had an abortion when she was 20 years old, a few years before the landmark ruling.While growing up, her mother never taught her about birth control, Joyce said.To further matters, birth control wasn’t as readily available as it is today and abortions were not discussed.At the time, home pregnancy tests
were nonexistent. Instead Joyce said she relied on keeping track of her menstrual cycle.“Four weeks went by and I got con­cerned; six weeks went by and that’s when 1 got really concerned,” Joyce said.When she missed her period a sec­ond time, she said she told her moth­er.“It was my mother that found a breakthrough article in the newspa­per,” Joyce said. “It and mentioned a' clinic that provided abortion ser­vices.”The abortion took place in a rough New York neighborhocxl but everyone in the clinic was supportive, she said.Before she saw the doctor she signed a release and paid about $160.In the operating room, the doctor told her she was nine weeks pregnant, and if she had waited any longer he told her he wouldn’t have been able to perform the procedure, Joyce said.Then she said he anesthetized the area, scrapied the inside of the uterus and siphoned the fetus out. Joyce was awake the entire time; she described the procedure as being more invasive than painful.“(The doctor) was excellent. 1 got the impression that he was from a dif­ferent hospital donating his time,” Joyce said.The entire procedure took about half an hour, Joyce remembers. Afterward she said they had her lay down on a cot for two hours and gave her antibiotics.“At first there was no pain, 1 felt like 1 could walk out the door,” Joyce said. “Then when the anesthetic wore off, there was tremendous pain.”
see ABORTION, page 2
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The Cal Poly Wind Orchestra Club has taken it all off for their most recent fund-raiser.The women 
have shed their clothes to raise money for the group's trip to Carnegie Hall this spring.
By Chrissy Roth
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
Band girls gone wild.A group of college coeds have bared it all in an attempt to please Cal Poly’s sexual appetite.The “Carnegie or Bust” calendar is the club’s most extreme measure in raising money for its trip to Carnegie Hall this spring.With more than a dozen band member setting the tempo by wearing only their birthday suits and strategically placed instruments, the band expects the calender to toot some horns.Contrary to other clubs’ previous calendars, the Wind Orchestra Club insists its piece is more artis­tic and less provocative. The statuesque poses were photographed with black and white prints to create a contemporary look.“The calendar is really aesthetically pleasing to both men and women,” said music senior and cal­endar creator Holly Ransom. “It’s a celebration of the human body.”Although some musicians posed with less reveal­ing instruments such as the tuba and trombone,
others found minor cover behind smaller instru­ments like the flute, piccolo and triangle.While many comparisons have already been noted between the Wind Orchestra Club and Water Polo Club calendars, the orchestra is not silenced by the athletic teams’ hard and tanned bodies.“We’re not shrouded by their shadows,” said music junior Nicole Siegel, who posed with a cym­bal as Miss March. “1 think we’ll have a bigger impact than the water polo calendar because ours has all (women). It’s more of a shock.”“Carnegie or Bust” goes on sale this week at El Corral Bookstore and Campus Market for $9.95. Copies may also be purchased in room 2 HA of the music building.While club members say the calendar is all in good humor, the club has faced some challenges while producing it. Due to the provocative poses, the Wind Orchestra Club encountered some appre­hension from the campus administration. The cal­endar was eventually approved because the orches-
see CALENDAR, page 2
Students answer the call of duty
ER K  HENOERSON/MUSTANG DAILY
Materials engineering junior Christophe Campmas Is a U.S. Marine.
By Jordan Schultz
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
You have just been activated. You have 72 hours to get your stuff together and report back to the base. Drop your college classes and prepare to be deployed to a destina­tion somewhere in the Middle East.For some Cal Poly students, these words are all too familiar. In a time categorized as one of national emer­gency, thousands of troops from var­ious military branches have been called to active duty.For materials engineering junior Christophe Campmas, the news came as somewhat of a surprise. A member of the U.S. Marine Corps Reserve, Campmas received an order from his battalion commander to drop all of his classes three days before the start of winter quarter.A few weeks later, he was told he had been called to active duty for
another year and that he would be heading to the Middle East within the next few weeks.Campmas has been active since last February. For the past seven months, he participated in conven­tional warfare training at Camp Pendleton in San Diego.Although Campmas will leave behind a new relationship, friends and another quarter at Cal Poly, he said he has no regrets.“I’m OK with doing this,” he said. “It will definitely affect my college plans and push my gradua­tion date back, but it doesn’t keep me from remaining motivated to go to school.”Campmas said he is unable to dis­close the exact location to which he will be deployed and is unsure of the extent of his stay.“It all depends on what President Bush does and the turn of events,”
he said. “But I don’t see them send­ing us back home anytime soon.” Campmas said he will only be able to communicate with friends and family through mail once he is deployed. He said he was able to visit his parents this past weekend.“They are really worried right now,” he said. “I mean, who knows what can happen.”Although Campmas admits to feelings of anxiety, especially regarding chemical weapons, he said he feels prepared.“I’ve been with these guys for the past year, training every day," he said. “They’ll stick their necks out for me and I’ll do the same for them.”Industrial technology junior Erik Peterson was called to active duty Jan. 14, after starting the first week of classes. A corporal in the U.S.
see WAR, page 2
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tra is represenring a cluh, as opposed to a school class.The calendar is also being released well into its calendar year, instead ot the fall before. Frank Cawley, director of El Corral Bookstore, expects sales to he lower than average because most students have already purchased their 2003 calendars.“Merchandise sells itself,” Cawley said. “I hope the calendar sells well because the orchestra is definitely a group that deserves support.”Proceeds from the calendar sales will go toward funding the club’s trip to perform in Carnegie Hall in April. Without donations and fundraising, the trip will cost $1,200 per musician, totaling $72,000 for the 60 members
“The calendar is really aes­
thetically pleasing to both 
men and women. Ids a cele­
bration o f the human body.’*
Holly Ransom
music senior
of the orchestra.The club is one of two university programs chosen from others across the nation to perform in the presti­gious New York venue.“None of us has ever played in such a historical place,” Siegel said. “It’s going to be so enriching because the East Coast is very musically oriented. This is a once-in-a-lifetime opportu­nity and there’s no better time to go there than now.”
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Marine Corps Reserve, Peterson will first receive special training at Camp Pendleton before being deployed to Southwest Asia.Peterson said he wasn’t too sur­prised by the order.“It all comes with the territory,” he said. “You prepare for it. The build up has been happening for quite awhile.”Peterson said he has experienced feelings of excitement and anticipa­tion since he heard the news.“You spend your whole career train­ing for it, and now you get to see if you can really do it,” he said.Mike Peterson, a Cal Poly graduate and Erik’s father, said although he felt the call to duty was becoming inevitable, it was still a shock.“When they do get called, the time frame is amazing,” he said. “It’s almost like a death in the family. You go through periods of shock, anger and
International Students... ^
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CSU Student 
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their senior projects or master's theses 
into research cometition entries!
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Graduate Programs Office:756-1508
SPECIA L SPRING BREAK PACKAGES
Includes RT air, airtport/resort transfers, 7 nights at resort, schedule of 
parties, activities & side excursions. Prices quoted are quad occupancy. 
Ask about many other options. Hawaii from $586; Acalpulco from $629; 
Cancuo from $729; Montego Bay, Jamaica from $809. Also 5 day 
Carnival Cruise RT from LA from $205 quad, $230 double!
Book soon as Spring Break specials sell out quickly. Call, e-mail or see 
us today for all student discount travel.
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then finally support. It all happens really fast.”Mike said he is most concerned about not knowing where his son will be and when he will next be able to communicate with him.“I just have to cross my fingers,” he said. “If I don’t hear from him, 1 know the Marine Corps will take good care of him.”Mike said he has always been sup­portive of Erik’s involvement with the Marine Corps.“It’s a great organization. It really does build a lot of character in young men,” Mike said.Erik’s personal qualities of determi­nation and selflessness will be an asset at this time, Mike said.“Hopefully he’ll come back in a short while and be able to get back into his normal routine,” he said.Erik said his teachers have been very supportive of his situation and he will be able to start right where he left off upon his return.“I have no regrets whatsoever,” he said. “We’re going to be just fine.”
ABORTION
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During the next day she said she experienced severe cramps and a lot of bleeding.“I didn’t move once I got home; 1 slept until the next day,” Joyce said.Looking back on the operation, she said she has no regrets.“Thank God there was that option, thank God for the article,” Joyce said. “Without it 1 don’t know where I would be now. When you’re young you can’t even think of having a baby much less keeping one. It was just not a pos­sibility.”Much has changed since Joyce had her abortion. TTaere are more facilities that provide services and there are two different types of abortion: Induced abortion and voluntary end of pregnancy.According to teenwire.com, medical abortion involves taking medication and two or three office visits, testing and exams. TTie cost varies from $350 to $575 depend­ing on location and additional tests, visits or exams that may be needed.Surgical abortion is a surgical procedure. The three most com­mon methods are manual vacuum aspiration, dilation and suction curettage and dilation and evacua­tion. At clinics, the cost ranges from about $250 to $575 for abor­tion in the first trimester (first 12 weeks of pregnancy). Abortions later in the pregnancy and those performed in hospitals are general­ly more exp>ensive.For SLime, however, the time immediately after the prcx:edure is the worst.Teresa George, head of Counseling Services at Cal Poly’s
Health Center, has talked with a few students either before or after they had an abortion. However, feelings of secrecy and shame keep them from coming to her, she said.George maintains a neutral role throughout the counseling. She said she doesn’t promote one choice over the other.“1 am a guide,” George said. “1 help clients help themselves.”For those students who come to her, George helps the student examine her options.Some examples of how she helps students who had abortions is with moral dilemmas, those who are coping and those who are religious and don’t know what to do.“We are here to help everyone confidentially and for free,” George said. “We are here to help.”Although it is still a subject many people don’t openly talk about, it is something that college students can’t ignore.Art and design senior April Syrek said she feels everyone should be able to make his or her own decision.“If that happened to me I don’t know what 1 would do, but it is nice to know that I have options,” Syrek said.However, she said it should never be used as someone’s only methixl of birth control.“People should have common sense to use condoms and practice safe sex, (abortions) should not be used as a safety net,” Syrek said.Agricultural business and ani­mal science junior Michael Kovach said it should be the woman’s choice.“There are too many situations such as rape, you can’t pick and chexise who should have (an abor­tion) and who shouldn’t,” Kovach said.
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National Briefs
Air Force general says pilots 
showed 'reckless disregard' 
before 'friendly fire'bombingBARKSDALE AIR FORCE BASE, La. — The two U.S. pilots who mistakenly killed four Canadian soldiers in Afghanistan last year showed a “reckless disregard” for standing orders by attacking instead of continuing on their way, an Air Force general testified Tuesday.Brig. Gen. Stephen Sargeant, who headed the investigation into the bombing, said the pilots failed to fol­low procedure by not communicating about gunfire they had spotted on the ground. At an altitude of more than 15,000 feet, the pilots were not in range of the gunfire, he said.“At that point it would have been possible to continue on,” Sargeant said at a military hearing to determine whether the pilots will face a court- martial for the deadly bombing last April.
Hispanics now outnumber 
blacks as largest U^. minority 
group, census data shows'WASHINGTON — Hispanics have surged past blacks and now con­stitute the largest minority group in the United States, a status Latino leaders are sure to use to push for political and economic advances.The Census Bureau released esti­
mates Tuesday showing the Hispanic population rose 4.7 percent between April 2000 and July 2001, from 35.3 million to 37 million. During the same period, the non-Hispanic black population rose about 2 percent, from 35.5 million to 36.1 million.“TTiis is the first time that Hispanic number surpassed the black number,” Census Bureau analyst Roberto Ramirez said Tuesday.The data is part of the bureau’s first statistics on race and ethnicity since results from the 2000 census were released nearly two years ago.
Ventura jury convicts fugitive 
cosmetics heir of rapesVENTURA, Calif. — A jury on Tuesday convicted fugitive cosmetics heir Andrew Luster on charges of rap­ing three women.The Ventura County Superior Court jury found the millionaire great-grandson of Max Factor guilty of 86 counts that included rape, sodomy, drug and weapons possession and poi­soning. The jury deadlocked on one count of poisoning one of the victims.On Jan. 3, during a two-week trial recess. Luster, 39, took his German shepherd and collection of Chumash Indian artifacts and fled in his sp)ort utility vehicle, authorities said.The three-week trial continued without Luster, and in closing argu­ments prosecutor Tony Wold said the disapp>earance pointed to guilt, telling
jurors “Innocent people don’t run.”Luster was an avid surfer and had an oceanfront home in Mussel Shoals.It was there, authorities said, that he took three women in 1996, 1997 and 2000 and raped them after ren­dering them compliant or uncon­scious by doping them with gamma hydroxybutyrate, also known as GHB and liquid Ecstasy.
International Briefs
Wall of snow buried backcoun- 
try skiers, suffocating seven of 
themCALGARY, Alberta — A wall of snow 100 feet wide buried several skiers on a remote British Columbia mountain, killing seven of them, including snowboard pioneer Craig Kelly and three other Americans.Three skiers who escaped the avalanche that thundered 300 feet down the mountainside Monday res­cued one person, but the others suffo­cated under several feet of snow, according to police and rescue offi­cials.“If you get caught in one of those things, you can’t flex a muscle, let alone breathe,” said Ian Stratham of the Revelstoke ambulance service, who arrived at the scene about two hours after the snowslide.Stratham said the survivors appeared stunned as they were taken by helicopter to their chalet near
Durrand Glacier in the Selkirk Range of the Canadian Rockies.Sgt. Randy Brown of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police said inves­tigators would look at what caused the avalanche. He said there were two groups of skiers on the mountain — a group of 13 higher up and the group of 11 hit by the avalanche.
Jimmy Carter proposes plan for 
elections in strike-gripped 
VenezuelaCARACAS, Venezuela — Nobel Peace Prize laureate Jimmy Carter proposed a plan Tuesday to lead Venezuela to elections and end a 51- day-old strike against President Hugo Chavez, which has dramatically cut production in the No. 5 oil-exporting country.Carter’s ideas were the first con­crete proposals to emerge from more than two months of talks betw'een the government and Venezuela’s opposi­tion, which called the strike to demcind early elections or Chavez’s resignation.Both Chavez and opposition lead­ers reacted cautiously, saying they merited study.Carter said the first plan would amend Venezuela’s constitution to shorten presidential and legislative terms of office and stage early general elections.It calls for Venezuela’s opposition to end the strike and for the govern­
ment, which has a congressional majority, to move quickly on chang­ing the constitution. Amending the constitution requires the approval of Congress and a popular referendum.
Prosecution appeals acquittal 
in closely watched Norwegian 
DVD caseOSLO, Norway — Norway’s eco­nomic crime police on Tuesday appealed the acquittal of a teenager charged with digital burglary for creat­ing and circulating online a program that cracks the security codes on DVDs.Jon Lech Johansen, 19, was found innocent of violating Norway’s data break-in laws Jan. 7 in a ruling that gave prosecutors two weeks to decide whether to appeal. The unanimous verdict said Johansen, known in Norway as “DVD-Jon,” could not be convicted of breaking into DVD films he legally owned, or for providing a tool others might use to copy films illegally.The case was seen as an important test of how far copyright holders can go in preventing duplication of their intellectual property.The Borgarting appeals court in Oslo will review the case before decid­ing if the appeal can move forward.
Briefe compiled from The Associated 
Press wire service by Mustang Daily 
managing editor Malia Spencer.
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Win with 
Campus Express Club
“I love using Campus Express Qub because it is so much more convenient than carrying cash. I can use my card at vending machines, cafes and El Corral Bookstore. “ says Kristen L., Animal Science major.
In addition to the other 
benefits of membership, if 
you join or add value to 
your Campus Express 
Club during January you 
can win a scholarship. To 
be e l ig ib le  to w in  
reimbursement for Winter 
Q u arter  tu it io n  or 
textbooks, add any amount 
to your m em bership  
during January. For a 
chance to win $50 credited 
to your membership, add 
$50 or more.
Campus Express Club is 
Cal Poly’s premier value 
club. Add value to your 
Campus Express Club and
then use your PolyCard 
(campus ID) to purchase food 
and sch oo l supplies at 
Campus Dining's family o f 
restaurants, El Corral 
Bookstore, Health Services 
and to pay for printing at 
Open Access computer labs.
IMéím» ÆÊÊÊt 'iSr mm
“You can check your balance and transaction history 24 hours a day from anywhere in the world,” according to Edward H., Civil Engineering major.
Join or add value online at 
www.cpfoundalion.org/express/ You can also call (805)756- 
2849 or (805) 756-5939 to 
add value using V isa, 
MasterCard or Di.scover, or 
stop by one of the Express 
Stations located in most 
restaurants on campus, or go to Customer Service
P a i d  A d v é t^ t is B ïru a t ît^
(Bldg. 19) or the Foundation 
Cashier (Bldg. 15).
Raymond J., Business 
major says, “W ith the 
Campus Express Club you don’t have to worry about 
having cash with you, and 
you can use it anywhere...The 
Avenue, El Corral Bookstore, 
J u l i a n ’ s ,  C a m p u s  Market...It’s great!”
Anyone joining or adding 
valu e during January, 
whether at the web site, 
Express Stations, by phone, 
m ail or in p erson  is 
automatically entered in the drawing and winners will be 
notified by telephone or 
email. Good luck in the 
drawing 1
Economics major, Andrew S„ says, “The Campus Express Club saves me tons of time and hassles. It is the most convenient way for me to pay for all of my campus purchases!” ________
www.cpfoundation.org/expre.ss/
H I G H E R  G R O U N D S  E N T E R T A I N M E N T  S E RI E S
Featuring VONYSE
Wednesday, January 22
6;30-8:30 p.m. in BackStage Pilza • FREE
Vonyse herselfdescribestierTmi^ irsalter-native soul. She has 
shared the stage with musical contemporaries such as Jurassic 5, 





11 a.m. • noon in the UU Plaza • FREE
Thpmbird is a four pieced rock based band from Los Angeles. 
Together this band writes their songs with multi-Grammy nominated 
songwriter Jan Buckingham.
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A woman's right to  
choose needs to  
be protected
T oday marks one of the most significant events in American history, succeeding in broadening the rights of American women. For some, today will be a day of anger and protest. Others will breathe a half-hearted sigh of relief. Yet even those who believe most vehemently in protecting the rights of women will not be able to celebrate, for their feat of justice may be only temporary.Thirty years ago today, the Roe v. Wade Supreme Court deci- sion gave women the right to terminate pregnancies. Finally,.......................................^  women were granted the most basic freedom -  to control theirbodies and their reproductive life.No longer at the mercy of irresponsible fathers, failed contraception or rapists, many women have been given a second chance at a life not plagued by single motherhood, inter­rupted education and disrespect.However, this universal human right to control one’s body, a right that should have never been in jeopardy, is in severe danger of being completely uprooted.Republicans are in control of both houses of Congress for the first time since Roe v. Wade, making those who are in favor of the ruling fearful that women’s reproductive freedoms will soon be limited or altogether abolished.President Bush, who claims to practice compassionate conservatism, still follows the Republican platform, which suppiorts the adoption of a constitutional amendment to ban all .abortions. He does, however, suppnirt legalizing abortion in cases of incest, rape or when the life of a woman is endangered.In other words, he won’t force women to raise a child spawned by their own father, broth­er or a vicious attacker. How truly compassionate of him.Since his election. Bush has wasted no time in upholding his views. He has appointed abortion opponents to key positions, including Attorney General John Ashcroft, whose stance even neglects to give mercy to victims of rape or incest. Bush has also repeatedly named the most anti-choice Supreme Court justices, Antonin Scalia and Clarence Thomas, “mixlel justices.” Currently, the justices are split 5-4 in upholding Roe v. Wade, but one ortw’o may retire during the time Bush is ........ ... ........... ......................................................in office, leaving vacancies aKirtion i. . . 1  j  rproponents fear will be filled by anti- IWC ITl Ü, SOClCVy tflüt tUTTlS Q, dccij
choice advocates. eoT to the problems of deadbeat dads,In a Jan. 15 USA Today article, • i  ^ 1 ^ 1. . .  . . .  . Single mothers in poverty and theanti-abortion activists said the °  r JRepublican majorities gained in the highly sexualizcd nature of the media
November electums have given theta serveS tO enCOUrage COSUal SeX,
and possibly ban abtirtions. and possibly even rape. Vvomen are
Clearly, the case that upheld a unfairly forced to Carry the burdens 
woman', autonomy and privacy in resulting from all o f these SOCiol
continue a pregnancy has never been problems and are chostised foT their ,
more threatened. Opposition to this inequality.TTere has been much debate about iwhether or not an aborted fetus is a child or whether abortion constitutes murder, yet I don’t think this is the real issue to be addressed. In Roe v. Wade, a woman’s decision of whether or not to terminate a pregnancy was found to be protected by a constitutional right to pri­vacy.For the government, or anyone for that matter, to trespass on this fundamental right is to eat away at freedom for women. If a right to privacy is not recognized, we are no longer able to dictate our own sexuality.According to the Alan Guttmacher Institute, the nation’s abortion rate is at its lowest level since 1974. To disturb this trend by enforcing new legislation is foolish.Perhaps President Bush should give more credence to the views of his own wife, who opposes overturning Roe v. Wade, and his mother, who believes abortion should not even be on the Republican platform. But I suppose in Bush’s eyes, a woman’s opinion on the issue is insignificant.We live in a stxiety that turns a deaf ear to the problems of deadbeat dads, single moth­ers in poverty and the highly sexualized nature of the media that serves to encourage casual sex and possibly even rape. Women are unfairly forced to carry the burdens resulting from all of these social problems and are chastised for their opposition to this inequality.As we reflect on the anniversary of this Supreme Court decision, it is important to under­stand that a woman’s right to a private choice is still not guaranteed. Let’s not let the gov­ernment continue to catapult us back into a dangerous past that tramples on the freedoms of women and neglects their safety.To attempt to take away a woman’s right to choose is to turn on women in general.
Jordan Schultz is a journalism senior and Mustang Daily staff writer.
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Letters to the editor
War sometimes unavoidable, 
despite words of MLK Jr.
Editor,
Did you happien to notice the anti-war rally in D.C. this weekend, or the one here in San Luis Obispo?Apparently, folks decided that Martin Luther King Jr. holiday was an appropriate time to pro­mote King’s noble legacy of peace. King did want peace, as do most people, but let’s not forget that if it weren’t for the death of over half a million Americans in a war that many of us seem to have forgotten about, MLK never would have existed, never would have had the chance to do so much for so many.My point is that sometimes war is a necessary and unavoidable evil. Peace rallies and “No War” posters in the yards of Northerners would have done nothing to ease the plight of tens of thou­sands of black slaves. Nor are they comforting the subjugated citizens of Iraq.So before you picket the capital or slap an “Attack Iraq, NO” sticker on your car, realize that no matter how idealistic we get about “World Peace,” certain people will never accept or abide by such thinking. Saddam Hussein being one of them.As of now the list of ways to deal with these people is limited to one, and 1 can assure you that bumper stickers and peace slogans aren’t helping add to that list.
make it an eamomic issue? Instead of checking a box that states your race, why not check a box that states your family’s household income?Just as there are minorities that are poor and consequently go to poor schools, there are whites as well that are poor and conse­quently go to poor schools. The playing field will never be completely equal, but let’s once and for all take race out of the issue so there will be a little less hate in this world of ours.Another idea to throw out there is what President Bush implemented while he was the governor of Texas: All students who are in the top 10 percent of their classes will automatical­ly get accepted to one of their state schools. 1 like this because the idea is blind to whether you are white, Hispanic, black, etc. and it is blind to what kind of school you are from (urban, rural, suburban, etc.).
Josh Arbenz is a first-year M.B.A. candidate and 
Cal Poly speech communication graduate.
Militia promotes school unity 
despite bickering
Editor,
Colin -  1 thought there was supposed to be some camaraderie among people with a common goal, but you’ve made it apparent this is not the case. We both want Cal Poly to win and we both feel people in the stands are too tame.Out of curiosity, though, where were you at all the other football games 1 attended where my room­mate and 1 managed to either piss off or crack up the entire section around us? (And piss ‘em off we did).Where were you when we wrestled No. 4 Oklahoma last weekend? Basketball is not the only winter sport, you know. So if you want to take credit for the cheers, please do. In fact, 1 hereby dub thee “Sir Bad Ass” (that can be your code- name) for being the brains.1 wrote my letter in defense of the Mustang Militia not to take credit for things, but to do the same you did in your first response: Evoke emotion in Cal Poly students and get them to make some noise for our teams. So let’s stop verbally bashing each other and focus on verbally bashing the opponent.
Greg Malta is an industrial engineering senior.
Editor,
Here is my response to Caitlin Burkholder’s letter regarding affirmative action: Please rethink your argument.Your point that many minorities do not receive as good an education as many whites is true. It’s also true that some cultures place a higher value on edu­cation than others. So wouldn’t it follow that they would be less likely to pursue a higher education?That said, what about all the poor white fami­lies? What about all the affluent minority families?Lowering college admissions standards for minori­ties makes the generalization that all minorities need that extra help. If any affirmative action is to be taken, it should be taken towards those aiming ffom lower-income families, or perhaps pcxirer schtxils. To lower a standard because of race or ethnicity is racist, and diversity can be achieved through other means.
Tegan Lentz is a mechanical engineering sopho­
more.
Duperron shines on and off 
court
Editor,Thanks for the article Jan. 16 on Kari Duperron. For those of us who have had Kari in class, we know that .she is just as motivated and determined in class as she is playing basketball. When one mentions the term “student-athlete,” Kari is a model for both.
Printed by University G raphic Systems
Justin'Poser* Robinson is a nutrition and kinesiol­
ogy senior who reminds you to GET ROWDY.
Focus on economic status, not 
race
Editor,
I am writing in response to the affirmative action letters because the trend I seem to hear in them is that minorities have less opportunities because of their background, whether it is poor schooling, econtimic disadvantage, etc. I am not going to argue this point, but instead of making it a race issue why don’t we
Stephen Curran •ditor4n-chicf 
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Adams Grain Company 
Arbuckle, C a liiAdams Grain Company, which is part of the Adams Group, is a com­modity merchandising company that handles wheat, corn, barley, satflower and cotton in California. Their field staff works directly with farmers to help with their seed, marketing and transportation needs. Adams Grain Company is a family owned operation that was started in the 1920s. Other companies within the Adams Group make the various products that are produced from the local farmer.www.adamsgrain.com
American Ag Credit 
Santa Rosa, Calif.“Here at American AgCredit, we lend money for agriculture. It’s all we do. With over 80 years in the busi­ness, we know enough about the farming, ranching, vineyard and tim­ber industries to help these business owners he more successful. If you are involved in agriculture in the U.S., we may just he the right lender for your business.”www.agloan.com
Apio, Inc.
Guadalupe, Calif.Apio, Inc. is a major grower, processor, packer, shipper, distributor and exporter of pnxluce. They are a full service pnxluce business offering a variety of programs and opportuni­ties that can be customized for your business. Apio, Inc. is a full service grower and marketer of over 45 fresh fruits and vegetables with an addi­tional 75 mixer items to assist.www.apioinc.com
Armstrong Garden Centers 
Glendora, Calif.Armstrong Garden Centers, Inc. is a 112-year-old company owned 100 percent by our over 650 employees. Armstrong Garden Centers serves greater St>uthem California gardeners and is the largest independent retail nursery company in the western United States.www.armstronggarden.com
BaM  Farms 
Santa Maria, Calif.Bah^ Farms grows, prtKesses and ships more than 100 commodity items. Among its harvest are special­ty and baby produce including spinach, carrots, cauliflower, squash and 15 lettuce varieties. Ltxated on the Central Coast of California, most of Babis prcxluce is available year round. Babi also has a line of value- added specialty salad blends, baby spinach and baby romaine that is in chef-ready packaging. All can be .shipped for overnight delivery if ordered by noon and produce is avail­able.www.babyveggies.com
Blu« Sprue« Uindscap«
San Jos«, Calif.Over the last 20 years. Blue Spruce Landscape has built a statewide repu­tation as a company that can handle
large, complex projects with ease, specializing in custom residential landscape and construction services. Our company is founded on the phi­losophy of creating high-quality prod­ucts and a customer-focused annroach* ithat relies on employees who are experts in every phase of landscape and site development. These princi­ples translate into award-winning projects and positions. Blue Spruce is one of Silicon Valley’s premier land­scape and construction companies.www.bluesprucelandscape.com
Bobcat Central 
Stockton, Calif.Bobcat Central is a full service Bobcat and Kubota dealer carrying equipment from Woods, PBM Sprayers, Gearmore, Pioneer, Tink, LMC, Halla, Towmaster and Honda Bliss.www.bobcatcentral.com
Bonipak Produce Co.
Santa Maria, Calif.Bonipak Produce is a multi-com­modity company located in Santa Maria since 1932 and specializes in fresh produce. TTey are a fully inte­grated company that includes grow­ing, processing, packing, marketing and distributions operations as well. Seventy-five percent of their produce is gri)wn on Bonipak farms. Bonipak provides fresh produce as well as proce.ssed and pre-cut produce that are available throughout the nation and worldwide.www.bonipak.com
C.H. Robinson Worldwide, Inc. 
Eden Prärie, Minn.C.H. Robinson Worldwide, Inc. started as a produce company in 1905 and has now become North America’s largest third party logistics company and was named one of America’s Most Admired Companies by Fortunes magazine in 2002. TTte company has over 140 offices world­wide, providing truck, rail, ocean and air transportation services throughout the world. CHRW works with Fortune 500/Blue Chip companies as well as family owned operations mak­ing 2.5 million shipments for 15,000 plus customers in a year.www.chrwjobs.com
Cagwin & Dorward Landscape 
Contractors, Novato, Calif.Since 1955, Cagwin & Dorward has been a leader in creating and maintaining beautiful landscapes throughout Northern California. Our success is based on our people, man­agement principles and company practices. We offer careers in land­scape maintenance, construction, tree or arbor care, sales and environ­mental restoration.www.cagwin.com
Califomi« D«partm«nt of Food 
and Agricultura 
SacramantQ, Calif.The California Department of
Food and Agriculture is the major regulatory body of agriculture in California.www.cdfa.ca.gov
California Forest Products 
Auburn, Calif.The California Forest Products Commission was established in 1990 to educate the public about California forests and the products that they provide. They strive to educate the public about environ­mental and consumer benefits of for­est management and also assemble and publicize information about sci­ence-based forestry practices. Additionally they communicate the commitment of California’s forest industry to balancing environmental and economic concerns. www.calforests.org
California Pork Producers 
Association, Gridley, Calif.California State Fair, Sacramento, Calif.The California State Fair explodes with notable new attractions, enter­
tainment and attendance during August and September. There is the Midway/Extreme Zone, the Media Center, horse racing, agriculture and livestock.www.higfun.org
California Strawberry 
Commission, Watsonville, Calif.The California Strawberry Commission has three main activities including: overseeing and conducting agricultural research; promoting California Strawberries through mar­keting programs targeted at con­sumers, retailers, food service opera­tors, export markets and industrial u.sers; and issues management. www.calstrawberry.com
Cargill Animal Nutrition 
Stockton, Calif.Cargill, Inc. has been committed to the animal nutrition business for most of its long history and that com­mitment continues today. A signifi­cant proportion of Cargill Animal Nutrition’s growth has been through acquisition of businesses rich with
talented people who shared this pas­sion of animal nutrition, and found unique ways to provide value to cus­tomers. The combined, shared knowledge and commitment to con­tinuous learning, creativity and drive of these people has fueled Cargill Animal Nutrition’s growth.www.cargillanimalnutrition.com
Carson Landscape Industries 
Sacramento, Calif.
Carson Landscape Industries is a full service company that not only provides landscape maintenance, but production, irrigation, construction and TurfPro spray services.
Circle Four Farms 
Milford, UtahCircle Four Farms began construc­tion in 1993 in Western Beaver County, Utah. We are a Utah Company originally formed by four of the leading pork producers in the industry: Circle Four Farms is cur-
see Participants, page 6
Interested in a career in the Green Industry'’ Take a closer look at TruQreen Companlesl TmQre«n Compank 
the largest Lawn & Land Care Company in the nation has unique Career A  Internship Opportunities availab 
In Northern & Southern California. VMt us on January 23rd at tha Ag Showcasal
Unable to attend, email or fax your resume to:
Northern California
Deborah_rldenour@landcare.com 
or fax (925) 828-1525
Southern Caiifomia
pameladenney@landcare.com 
or fax (714) 516-9936
TruGreen Companies EOE A A /M /F /D
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rently a subsidiary of Smirhfield Foods. The first hogs arrived at our site on May 22, 1994. The first piglets were horn on Mothers Day the fol­lowing year. Today we have 57,CXX) sows.www.c4farms.com 
Cooperative System (Land 
O'Lakes Feed, Agriliance), 
Alexandria, Minn.CHS Cooperative System is a part­nership of agriculture ccxjperatives providing fann inputs, services, mar­keting and value added processing with revenues exceeding $14 billion. Land O ’ Lakes Feed. Inc formed this joint venture in September 2000 to create the largest feed company in North America, operating more than 70 facilities. Agriliance, LLC was formed in February- of 2000 as an agronomy marketing joint venture of CHS Cooperatives, Land O’ Lakes and Farmland Industries to provide crop nutrients, protection pnxlucts, seeds and crop technical services to producers and ranchers in all 50 states as well as Canada and Mexico.www.landolakesinc.com orwww.agnliance.com
Crystal Springs Landscape 
Company, San Jose, Calif. Crystal Springs Landscape Company provides asset manage­ment, prcser\’ation and growth in the landscape industry to as.sociations and corporations desirous of quality workmanship.Their market in the Bay Area is to organize that desire and seek a pro- gres,sive partnership to create excel­lence in the projecting of their land­scape image.
Davey Resource Group, 
Livermore, Calif.Davey Res<.nirce Group provides urban and utility forestry’ solutions, natural resources and environmental planning, research and development and consulting services to utility companies and commercial proper­ties. It also offers forestry and vegeta­tion management consulting services and tree inventories, w'ww.davey.com 
Del Conte's Landscaping, 
Fremont, Calif.Del Contes Landscaping has been creating exceptional landscapes with­in your community for more than 30 years. We have a veteran landscape architect on staff that will work with you to blend your ideas with his expertise and create an enjoyable new outd(x>r living space. A key suc­cess factor over our 30 years of busi­ness is our uncompromising commit­ment to invest to be the best. We invest foremost in our people to field the best, we invest in our equipment to be the most efficient and we invest in our programs to dependably deliv­er the best service product available. www.delandscaping.com 
Dow Agro Science 
Fresno, CalifDow Agro Sciences is a global leader in providing pest management and biotechnology products that improve the quality and quantity of the earth’s fixxl supply and contribute to the safety, health and quality of life of the world’s growing population. Lkiw Agro Sciences is based in Indianapolis, Ind. and has approxi­mately 6,000 people in over 50 coun­tries dedicated to its business, and has worldwide sales of approximately $3 billion. I3ow Agro Sciences is a wholly owned subsidiary of the C'hemical Company.
Driscoll Strawberry Associates, 
Watsonville, Calif.Driscoll Strawberry A.ssociates, Inc. is the nation’s largest berr\’ ship­per and has been involved in the berry industry for over 50 years. Driscoll’s has a commitment to research and development, quality assurance, product consistency and near year-round availabiliry. Modem cooling and handling, superb trans­port and distribution worldwide by refrigerated truck and air freight, superior packing, effecrive sales, mar­keting and user support for the Driscoll’s brand are all part of the suc­cessful business.
www.driscolls.com 
E & J Gallo Winery, Modesto, 
Calif.“To become the most innovative global marketer and distributor of wines” is the principle on which the Gallo family has developed this com­pany. The winery is located in Sonoma, Calif, and has been active for 70 years including two, third-gen­eration family members. The winery employs more than 4,600 people and marke^ their products to over 90 for­eign countries, becoming one of the world’s largest winemaking opera­tions. The grapes are grown and har­vested in California and produces vir­
tually every form of wine available.www.gallo.com
Enterprise Rent-A-Car 
Simi Valley, Calif.Enterprise Rent-A-Car is the largest car rental company in North America. They have more than half a million vehicles in their rental and leasing fleet, more than 50,000 employees and over 4,800 locations in the United States, Canada, Germany, the United Kingdom and Ireland.www.enterprise.com 
Ewing Irrigation Products 
Los Angeles, Calif.Top-level performance begins with
knowledgeable, caring people. Ewing invests in hiring and training our staff to professionally meet our customers changing product and service require­ments. As in any service organiza­tion, responsive front line perfor­mance is never a luxury. It is an absolute necessity. Ewing strives to ensure that their customers receive the finest treatment possible with each sales and service encounter. Ewing Irrigation is the fastest growing irrigation wholesales in the country with location through Arizona,
see Participants, page 7
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Famous Software, LLC., Fresno, 
Calif.Famous accounting software is designed specifically for the produce and agriculture industries. Famous has been the No. 1 accounting system for the produce industry since 1975. Our commitment to service and con­tinuous improvement insures that Famous will remain your best choice in the future.www.famoussoftware.com
Foster Farms, Livingston, Caiif.Foster Farms is the largest poultr> company in the western United States, with annual sales in excess of $1 billion. A fully integrated enter­prise, the company owns and operates hatcheries, grow-out ranches, feed mills, processing plants and delivery systems. From fresh chickens and turkey to deli luncheon meats, pre­pared entrees and com dogs, Foster Farms’ 750 different items meet a wide rage of preferences in retail and ftK)dservice markets. Family owned since its founding in 1959, Foster Famrs today oversees operations in California, O'egoit, Washington and Alabama.www.fosterfamis.com
Fresh Kist Produce, Salinas, 
Calif.Fresh Kist Produce, LLC was
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formed by six grower/shippers in order to more effectively market their collective fresh vegetable pnxluction. The companies that now make up Fresh Kist Produce, LLC are A&.A Farming, Byrd Farms, Gold Coast Packing Co. Inc., PacFresh Produce Inc., and Teixeira Farms in Santa Maria, California, and Church Brothers Produce in Salinas, California. Each of Fresh Kist Produce's experienced sales personnel is solely responsible for the sales man­agement of one commodity. Likewise, each member of Fresh Kist Produce’s field staff is solely responsible for the growth management of one commcxl- ity. Both members work closely together to ensure that the highest quality level is achieved on each and every one of their outgoing orders. The emphasis of Fresh Kist Produce is to prov ide their customer with superi­or quality, year-around availability and the highest levels of customer service available in the business.www.frcshkist.com
Fresno Madera Farm Credit, 
Madera, Calif.The mission of Fresno Madera Farm Credit, ACA is to become the premier agricultural lender, financing all eligible borrowers of every size and type in a constructive, consistent, reliable manner. This goal will be accomplished by maintaining a finan­cially sound ACA, a quality sub­sidiary’, and strong relationships with borrowers and prospects.www.fmfarmcredit.com
FRESH
P R O D U C E ,  L L C
The Fami l y  T r a d i t i o n  Cont i nues
Land Based, Grower 
Owned & Operated
Year Round Production for a 
Full-Line of Fresh Vegetables
Salinas: 877-886-7650 
Santa M aria: 877-387-5006
V /’»• ‘ : L IV
Frito-Lay, Bakersfield, Calif.PepsiCo, the parent company of Frito-Lay, is one of the largest con­sumer product companies in the world. This global leader unites and capitalizes on the market leadership of Pepsi, Frito-Lay, Tropicana, Gatorade, and Quaker Oats. Through innovative products, attrac­tive packaging and creative market­ing, they anticipate and satisfy the tastes of millions of consumers around the world. They recruit the most talented, motivated people to grow as key members of their out­standing team to ensure that Frito- Lay will continue leading the indus­try and setting the pace.
Gills Onions, Oxnard, Calif.Gills Onions is home to the largest fresh onion processing facility in the world. The 95,000 square ftxit opera­tion includes 40,000 square feet of processing space. The heart of the operation, however, is its proprietary operating equipment. The ilesign of this highly specialized machinerv was a team effort with a focus on improved efficiency and pnKiucfiviiy as well as environmental sensitivity.www.gillsonions.com
Granite Construction Company, 
Watsonville, Calif.Granite Construction, with rev­enues in excess of $1.3 billion, is one of the largest builders of roads, dams, bridges and other infrastructure-relat­ed projects in the country. Granite is alsti a major producer of rcK'k, .sand, gravel, asphalt and other road build­
ing and construction materials. Founded in 1922, Granite is listed on the New York Stock Exchange. Based in Watsonville, CA, the com­pany is organized into tow principal business segments, the Branch Division and the Heavy Construction division.www.graniteconstruction.com 
Harris Ranch Beef Company, 
Coalinga, Calif.Known as the home of great tast­ing and nutritional heef that is aged to tender perfection, Harris Ranch Beef company is part of the Harris Farms group of companies. The Harris family has been farming for over 100 years, and the Fresno County farm has been under contin­uous family operation since 1937. Since its founding, Hariis Farms has grown into one of the largest agribusinesses in the nation and is California’s largest cattle feeder, fed beef processor and beef marketer. Today Harris Farms is one of the largest integrated farming operations in the Central San Joaquin Valley, which is one of the largest and most productive farming regions in the world. The Harris Family has always taken great pride in their crops and their beef, and raised both to be as pure and great tasting as nature intended. Related companies include Harris Ranch Inn and Restaurant, which are visited by more than 500,000 guests annually, plus the famous Harris Farms Thoroughbred Farm.www.harrisranch.com
J.M. Smucker Company, 
Watsonville, Calif.Today, the JM Smucker Company is a manufacturer and market leader of fruit spreads, ice cream toppings, health and natural food beverages and natural peanut butter in North America. The company, headquar­tered in Orrville, Ohio, was original­ly founded in 1897 and has been fam­ily run for four generations. Smucker’s has over 2,000 employees worldwide, 12 manufacturing plants, four fruit processing facilities, and dis­tributes products in more than 70 countries.www.smuckers.com
JG Boswell Company 
Corcoran, Calif.Located in Corvuran, JG Boswell is one of the largest producers of cotton and field crops in both California and the United States. JG Boswell is a vertically integrated operation, and they own and operate several cotton pnKessing facilities.
Odenberg Engineering, Inc. 
West Sacramento, Calif.Odenberg is an international group with over 30 years experience in the fiKxl industry. Odenburg has operat­ing facilities in the USA, Italy, Holland and Ireland. Through its specialized division the group designs, manufactures and markets electronic color sorters, integrated steam peeling lines and variable residence time freezing chilling systems.
see Participants, page 8
Working a farm Jsn't tiie.%nly way 
[to work in agriculture, t
* s >
At Fresno Madera Farm Credit, working in 
farming and ranching isn't just a Job. It's a way of 
life. The more you get to know us, the more 
you'll begin to understand that no one is more 
dedicated to agriculture and the values of the 
people who work in this industry than the people 
who work at Fresno Madera Farm Credit.
Fresno Madera Farm Credit is part of the 
Farm Credit System,
Internships-Fresno Madera Farm Credit 
has a great internship program that 
provides college students the unique 
opportunity to learn and experience ag 
lending and appraisal first hand.
Visit us at the Cal Poly Ag 
Showcase, Chumash Auditorium, 
Thursday, January 23rd
Fresno Madera Farm Credit, P O Box 13069, Fresno, CA 93 794
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Pacific Coast Producer 
Lodi, Calif.Pacific Coast Producers is a con­ning cooperative. The 161-member co-op processes apricots, peaches, pears, grapes, and tomatoes into approximately 264 items at three pro­cessing facilities. These facilities are located in Lodi, Oroville, and Woodland, California. The items produced are both retail and fotxl ser­vice private label items. The cooper­ative was formed in 1971. Pacific Coast Producers has 800 full-time employees and 3,500 seasonal employees.www.pcoastp.com
Paramount Farms, Inc.
Lost Hills, Calif.The mission of Paramount Farms, Inc. is to he the supplier of the world’s premier brands of consumer-packed nuts and frit snacks. They are an expanding food processing leader that manufactures and packages pista­chios, almonds, and fruit rolls.
Peace Corps 
West Los Angeles, Calif.Peace Corps offers a volunteer pro­gram where interested volunteers serve overseas communities by donat­ing their time, skills, and energy to help people help them. The Peace Corps’ three goals are to help the peo­ple of interested countries in meeting their need for trained men and women, to help promote a better understanding of Americans on the part of the peoples served, and to help promote a better understanding of other peoples on the part of Americans.www.peacecorps.gov
Pest Management Associates, 
Inc., Exeter, Calif.Pest Management Associates is a consulting firm, which advises grow­ers on pest management problems in the central and southern San Joaquin Valley. The company contracts with growers to monitor pests and benefi­cial species, making recommenda­tions for chemical or biological con­trol as necessary. Crops monitored are citnis, vines, stone fruits and nuts.
Prather Ranch 
Macdoel, Calif.Prather Ranch is a sustainable,11,0CX)-acre operation IcKated in the shadow of Mount Shasta. Our phi­losophy begins with the understand­ing that a low-stress approach to ani­mal handling, a deep understanding of our herd, and our natural environ­ment will yield the finest, purest beef available on the market. Spring-fed water and computer tracked feeds grown on our Siskiyou County ranch provide the healthiest diet. The cat­tle are a “closed herd’’ comprised only of those raised on the ranch. Detailed records of genealogy, weight, feed and life history ate kept for each animal. This assures you, the consumer; of the finest, purest beef you will ever eat.www.pratherranch.com
Prima Frutta Packing Co. 
Linden, Calif.Prima Frutta Packing Co. is known for growing and packing high quality produce which includes apples, pears, cherries and walnuts. Prima Frutta is a subsidiary of Primavera located in the San Joaquin VaUcy.-•« *  »  v v  V r  w . .  v . v . v . s r  V  ■ r.'T .v .',
Royal Van Zanten, LLC. 
Nipomo, Calif.Royal Van Zanten, LLC produces and sells Chrysanthemum cuttings for pots, cuts and gardens. It has developed a complete range of grow­er varieties and their garden mum- breeding program selects from 35,000 to 45,000 seedlings annually.www.vanzanten.com
Scheid Vineyards Inc. 
Greenfield, Calif.Scheid Vineyards Inc. was estab­lished in 1972 and currently manages6.000 acres ot premium wine grapes in Monterey and San Benito Counties. The company is publicly traded on NASDAQ. Scheid Vineyards is one of the largest inde­pendent grape growers in California and services well-known clientele such as GUDV, Pacific Wine Partners, Mondavi, Calloway, Beringer, Hess, Fetzer and many oth­ers.www.scheidvineyards.com
Sensient Dehydrated Flavors 
Co., Turlock, Calif.Through contracts with growers, Sensient plants and harvest up to12.000 acres of onion, garlic, chili peppers, and other vegetables each year in California, Arizona, Nevada and Oregon. Each year Sensient pro­vide internships in the areas of seed research and field operations during the harvest season.
Sunrise Growers - Frozsun 
Foods, Placentia, Calif.Established in 1972, Sunrise Growers, Inc. is the largest strawber­ry grower/shipper based in Orange County. Along with the corporate office in Orange County, there are offices in Oxnard, Santa Maria and Watsonville. Sunrise strawberries acreage has increased to 1,100 acres with 1,500 more acres under con­tract and has been on the “Top 100 Fruit Growers” list of the Western Fruit Grower magazine for the last three consecutive years, 1999, 2000 and 2001. Sunrise Growers, Inc. has become a fully, integrated company, able to offer its customers top quality strawberries and vegetables at a fair price on a year round basis. Its sister company, Frozsun FckxIs, was estab­lished in 1986 and has become the largest strawberry processing compa­ny in the world with processing plants in Orange Qmnty, Oxnard, Santa Maria, Watsonville, California and Plant City, Florida.www.sunrisegrowers.com
Sunview Vineyards of CA, Inc., 
Bakersfield, CAOver 50 years ago, Marko Zaninovich recognized that the hot, arid climate and long, sunny days of California’s southern San Joaquin Valley were ideal for growing quality table grapes. It was in the heart of this valley that he established the riKits of Sunview. Combining this solid foundation with the talents of the founding father’s second genera­tion, the company has grown to become one of California’s largest family-owned and operated table grape operations.www.sunviewvineyards.com
Tanimura & Antia, Salinas, Calif.Tanimura &. Antle began in 1982 when two families with over fifty years of mutual friendship and respect formed an operation based on a strong goalr .tomeer-»li chaUengM'
and opportunities as the industry leader in quality, innovation, and grower, customer and employee rela­tions.” Today, as the largest indepen­dent lettuce grower and distributor in the United States, T&A’s integrity remains strongly upheld by industry leaders who truly care about their product, their customers and their company, just as they have for gener­ations.WWW. taprod uce .com
Target Specialty Products 
San Jose, Calif.Target Specialty Products is proud to be the West’s leading wholesale distributor of specialty agricultural chemicals, application equipment, products, supplies, services and edu­cation. Target serves the western region of the United States from six conveniently located branch loca­tions and provides product and ser­vices to the following industries: structural pest control, landscape construction and maintenance; golf course and turf grass maintenance, production nursery, industrial vege­tation management, aquatic, forestry and vector control.
WWW. target-spec ialty.com
The Brickman Group 
San Diego, Calif.As one of the nation’s largest landscape design/build and horti­cultural services company. The Brickman Group, Ltd. has a rich past and an exciting future. Today, Brickman enjoys serving customers in 22 states, with our corporate headquarters based in Langhorne, PA, adjacent to Philadelphia. This facility provides coordination and support services for the entire Brickman team. Looking ahead, we plan to continue expanding our ser­vices and client base geographically. Recruiting for the future, therefore, takes on added importance.www.brickmangroup.com
The Produce Exchange, 
Livermore, Calif.As category specialists in toma­toes and dry vegetables. The Produce Exchange is engaged in the relentless creation of extraordinary successes with our partners. This is accomplished through a compre­hensive group of services aimed at adding value to both our customers and supply partners. Packaging ser­vices provide expertise in the cre­ation of unique, exciting consumer offerings under the Victory Garden brand as well as private label items. Their team of category managers provides customized sales programs based on fact driven information. TPE was one of three companies in the United States to be awarded 2001 Category Captain by Supermarket Business for innova­tive and actionable solutions in the produce department.http://www.tpeonline.com/
TruGreen, Dublin, Calif.TruGreen is the largest and most comprehensive provider of land­scape services in the country. It all began a few years ago in 1998 when TruGreen decided to build on its rep­utation as a national leader in the industry, acquiring several premier landscape companies through the United States. With the acquisition of Land Care USA in 1999, this divi­sion became known as TgruGreen LandCare. Our national fcKitprint includes over 175 local branches in 50 major metropolitan areas across the country.www.trugreen.com
USDA AMS Poultry Programs, 
Modesto, Calif.The Poultry Program facilitates the marketing of poultry, eggs, egg prrxlucts, and rabbits through grad­ing, certification, standardization, market news and commodity pro­curement serves. TTieir serves assure con.sumers they are receiving eggs and ptiultry product of known quali­
ty, and marketers that they are receiving accurate and timely market information.
Valley Crest Companies, 
Calabasas, Calif.Over 50 years ago, we began with the name Valley Ctest Landscape Nurseries; we were a small neighbor­hood landscape retail nursery in North Hollywood, California, in the booming San Fernando Valley. Landscape work was primarily done in yards. We became experts in building complete gardens involving ponds, waterfalls, fence overhangs and con­crete, and developed expertise in tree moving as well as selling nursery prod­ucts retail. In 2002, we decided to rebrand our entire company under the Valley Crest name. Our parent compa­ny is now named Valley Crest Companies, formerly Environmental Industries. Environmental Care has been renamed Valley Crest Landscape Maintenance and Environmental Golf has been renamed Valley Crest Golf Course Maintenance. Our landscape construction division is now Valley Crest Landscape Development, and Valley Crest Tree Co. will keep its same name.www.valleycrest.com
Valley Utility Services, 
Sacramento, Calif.Valley Utility Services is a company specializing in utility coordination, consulting and contracting. They have earned a reputation for excel­lence with developers, contractors, utility companies, and civil engineer­ing firms for over 16 years. Services include electrical, telephone, broad­band, streetlights, gas distribution sys­tems, and cable and termination. 
Woodside Electronics Co., 
Woodland, Calif.WcxxJside Electronics Qtrptiration, founded in 1982, is a leading manufac­turer of electmnic sorting equiptment for the tomato processing industry as well as various nut applications. Their equiptment is used in California, the Mid-West, Europe, South American »nd Asia.
Think About
a i j / . . .  I f  ,rowing With Us:
Babé Farms grows, packages and sells more than one hundred specialty produce items from its farms in 
Santa Maria and Mexico. We pioneered gourmet salads 
blends with our continental Salad Mix.
Let’s talk about 
growing together.
BaU farms
1485 No. Blosser Rd. 
Santa Maria, CA
wv/w.babyveggies.com
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Wu-Tang's resident genius drops knowledge
► GZA's latest legend'is 
empty of bling-bling and 
Bentleys, but full of beats
By Sean Martin
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
The Wu-Tang Clan’s Web site describes GZA (aka “Genius”) as “older than the sun, moon and stars.” That may be an exaggera­tion, but the Wu’s oldest member is definitely aged enough to
catch phrases like “Wobble Wobble.” The chorus does not end up dominating half the song. Its attention is placed on showcasing lyrics and rhyme.The beats are minimal, staccato sounds. They are not something you would hear at a club; your local hip-hop station would use them for freestyle competitions. They don’t distract the listener from GZA’s often witty rhymes, but
have been a part of hip-hop’s • 7 • 1 1 »beginnings. Proof comes in Thc JlTSt SlTl^ ic IS xCtIOC/c, KtlOck.
his new album, “Legend of The trdck dsks, “ K n o c/c , ktlOck/Who
K ‘S knocking at my door/ Is it 
son talking about his father dbstrdct, commercidl or hdrdcore” dS 
spending the summer of 1977 Q Z A  decides in which direction rdptraveling New York in search , m l  J  of rap battles. “Legend” SnOUld tiedd.sounds like a recording fromone of those battles. My English teacher would describe GZA’s rap as stream of consciousness; 1 describe it as flowing.“Legend of the Liquid Sword” is what hip-hop used to be. The album is devoid of most topics found in today’s hip-hop, like bling-bling, Bentleys and sexual escapades. There are no ridiculous
at the same time they are nothing to dance to.“I don’t like to just be simple,” he said about his lyrics in a press release. “Even though some of my stuff can seem simple at times, I like to write in a way that when you listen to it over and over again, you
GZA’s creativity is highlighted in the songs “Animal Planet” and “Fame.” The first gives new mean­ing to the term “urban jungle” by comparing many urban characters to animals. He rhymes about the vultures, cheetahs (cheaters) and snakes that dwell in the city. The latter uses the last names of Hollywood royalty to weave an interesting tale. “Curtis Blow his horn/Tom Cruise the boulevard/ While Chris Rock the--------  song” is one of the simpler,but printable, lines.The first single is slated to be “Knock, Knock.” The track asks, “Knock, knock/Who is knocking at my door/ Is it abstract, commercial or hardcore” as GZA decides in which direction rap should head.Other notable tracks include “Did Ya Say That,” where he complains about the record industry, “Stay In Line,” which fea­tures a great female vocal chorus telling listeners to resist following the set path, and finally the crime thriller “Luminal.”1 recommend “Legend of the
dance record. If you are a hardcore Wu-Tang fan or if you like Nas’ new CD “God’s Son,” then you’ll like this effort.If, however, you are looking for a new album for your party play list
or are used to the bells and whistles of radio rap, this album may have problems keeping your attention.The album is in stores now if you want to hear this living “Legend” for yourself.
COURTCSY PHOTO
hear something new and it requires Liquid Sword” to those looking for you to think.” a solid lyricist’s performance, not a
Wu Tang's oldest member has done the wine thing and gotten 
better with age. His new album 'Legend of the Liquid Sword' 
is a gem.
'Electric Circus' is wonderfully'common'
By Andy Fahey
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
Innovative. Unique. Intriguing. Diverse.Take your pick. Common’s latest album, “Electric Circus,” fits the bill for those adjectives and then some.Known as a soulful hip-hop artist with a lyrical prowess that few can rival, Common strolls outside the ordinary boundaries of hip-hop in “Electric Circus.” In this album, he blends rap, rock and jazz in a style that is completely his own, a style that is anything but common in today’s hip-hop scene.Pun intended.The album showcases a diverse
as far as critical acclaim goes. But a black light shines on this album in which Common explores untracked journey in music. an
sound and features appearances from a wide array of established artists, including Mary J. Blige, Jill Scott, Eryk^VBadu, Prince w d  Sonny Ti*?Vm ^ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
litters The brightness o f (Grdmmy-nomindted single) 'The“ E l e c t r i c  Light/ mdy be fdding in 'Electric Circus' ds fdr os criti Circus”  ^ is declaim goes. But a  bldck light shines on this dlbumCommon s sec- . j . i ¡ • i i •ond album since u>hich CoTTiTTion explores dnd untrdcked journey in
signing with mUSic.MCA Records and fifth overall.It’s his first album since 2000’s “Like Water for Chocolate," which featured the Grammy-nominated single “The Light.”The brightness of “The Light” may be fading in “Electric Circus”
Though mainstream success is unlikely for all but a few tracks,“Electric Circus” provides a wel­come alternative to the likes of Ja Rule, Nelly and Eminem. But be aware: An open mind is necessary to appreciate this album, because it a room called real, 1 stay forever.”
More classic Common appears in the song “Come Close,” featuring Mary J. Blige. In this track he con­tinues to spit out poetry-like lines--------------------- one-by-ohe. Thesong has a sim­ple rhythm, but Common makes it work. In fact, this song is the only one from the album so far to enjoy main­stream success, getting airplay on MTV and BET as well as on the radio waves.Although Common takes rap in a different direction on “Electric Circus,” he vows to keep true to his roots in the song “New Wave”: “In
i\un
COURTESY PHOTO
Live long and prosper. Common, taking some fashion advice 
from Mr. Spock, realesed a gem with his latest 'Electric 
Circus,'! unique blend of rap, rock and|azz.
is unlike any other.“Electric Circus’” uniqueness is obvious just by looking at the cover of the album. Behind Common (who, by the way, resembles Bad News Brown for all those old- school WWF fans out there) is a collage containing photographs of Big Daddy Kane, Richard Pryor, John Hancock, Chris Webber, Louis Farrakhan and 80 other peo­ple -  some famous and some not so famous -  and a cat.Once you get past the cover and insert the disc, the music does not disappoint. Common’s lyrical genius is constant throughout the album, but nowhere is this more apparent than in the track “Aquarius,” in which he continu­ously drops lines like “Hold on to your life as I carry these styles to have you tapping your head like Darius Miles.”Common also acknowledges in “Aquarius” that he is breaking ground in rap when he says, “Guard your grill like George Foreman, time to build/As far as building I’m the doorman, opening doors.”
jl
The next track is called “Star *69.” It is about phone sex and fea­tures Prince on the keyboard and
guitar. Enough said.“I Got a Right ta” is a mix of rap and rock ‘n’ roll, not in the R  DMO.'5«id Aerosmith way tho This'track is more like Comm version of rap over a jimi Hendrix beat. In this song. Common pro­claims: “I ain’t switch over, I just made my own lane.”Common is a fine lyricist. He is not, however, a great singer. That didn’t stop him from stretching out his vocal chords in “jimi Was a Rock Star,” featuring Erykah Badu. The psychedelic music combined with the duet of Common and Badu made for an interesting, and kind of scary, combination.This album truly is a piece of art. If it were a painting, it would defi­nitely be a Picasso piece because sometimes you can’t really tell exactly what it is, but you can tell it’s something good.
91.3 KCPR Top Thirteen
1 .  Sigur Ros “ ( )”2. Buck 65 “Square”3. Roots “Phrenology”
4 . Feud “Language is Technology”5. Death Cab for Cutie“You Can Play These Songs With Chords”6. Badly Drawn Boy “Have you Fed the Fish?”7. Byrne “Slowly and Gloriously”8. Bright Eyes “Home Vol. IV”9. Pele “Enemies”10. Books on Tape “Throw Down Your Laptops”11. Oneida/Liars “Atheists, Reconsider”12. John and Spencer Booze Explosion “Self-titled”13. Tarajen “ICitty, Kitty, Kitty!”
Icelandic phenoms Sigur Ros continue to create 
lavish atmospheric soundscapes with their latest 
album simply titled “ ( ).”  The eight untitled tracks 
are composed with piano, strings, haunting vocals 
and a bunch of delicous but unrecognizable sounds 
which make up 71 minutes of music that goes per­
fectly with those movies we all play in our heads.
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Random Events
COURTESY PHOTO BY JIM ERVIN
Saturday, Jan. 25 
The Looping Trio @ Z-Pie 9 p.m.
Top looping artists Steve Lawson, Andre La Fosse (pictured) 
and Rick Walker mix it up with software and Echoplexes, creat­
ing what is called 'real time granular synthesis,'state-of-the-art 
techniques in the current "Glitch"scene. Los Osos' own 
Armatronix kicks off the evening.
f
ASI STUDENT DIRECTORY ^
NOW AVAILABLE! ^
cisinB
Students, Faculty and Staff,
Please go to the UU Information Desk 
with your Cal Poly ID to receive a free copy.
Faith
Reason
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Wednesday, Jan. 22 
Vonyse @ Higher Grounds 6:30 p.m.
Vonyse belts out"alter-native soul," as she calls it, a blend o f influences taken from 
some o f the bands she's performed with over the years. This eclectic list includes 
such contemporaries as Jurassic 5, OzomatH, Charlie Hunter and Tha Liks. Big things 
are happening for Vonyse as she is set to appear on the Jane Magazine CD compila­
tion o f best unsigned female acts. But before she makes it big she's paying us a visit.
Summer in Mexico
Spanish Language Immersion Program
General Information MeetingThursday, January 23, 11am Erhart Agriculture Bldg. (10), Rm. 221
CuuiMsi offentl ttaU »uninwr: Sptn lUi, Span 102. Span u>3, S|mu> h i ,
Span 112. Spun 113, Span 121. $|>«n 123, ,S|MUt 134. Hum 310, Pi>(ii 339, 330
Summer 2 0 0 3  - Cuernavaca
instibite of Language and CoittH«
for further inform»tion. conUct:Dr, Kevin Fafpin, 756-2750, e-tnail kfagan^ S caipolv edu
Dr. William .Martinez. 756-28«^. entail wmartineiircaJpoly.cdu
Continuing Education at 756-2053,c-mail continuing-cd '^calpoly.eduhttp://www.cuntinuing-ed.caipoly.tidu/travei..mex.htmi
CALPDLY
DRASTIC RENT
Townhouse Apartments for Students
GREAT AMENITIES
We have DRASTICALLY
reduced our rents to fill our 
last remaining rooms and 
apartments. Stop by our 
Leasing Office for 
details on our specials! 
Rents starting as low as 
$500 per month!
(per room for Month-to-Month 
contracts only, and for new applicants 
applying for the current lease term only, 
not valid for Fall 2003 or for current 
lease holders.)
ASK ABOUT OUR OTHER 
DISCOUNT SPECIALS!
Furnished bedrooms / Living Room
Rec. Center with TV  Lounge & Weight Room
Computer Lab with F R E E  internet access
Heated Pool and Game Room
Some Newly Remodeled Apartments still available
DRASTIC iM tR E P iy C m O N  SPEC IM J
500/month'
V A U C N C p iS T I I D C N T il i t f i^ M C N T S
555 San fl^ t^ ^ ú ip o
80S.843-
NOT V H »  r a n
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SWIMMING
continued from page 12
meet, led Cal Poly. Becker placed first in the 500 freestyle (5:20.06) and second in the 1,000 freestyle in a time of 10:46.42. Thomas took first in the 200 freestyle (1:56.87) and finished second in the 100 butterfly (59.12).Other first place finishers for the Mustangs were Megan LaPlante in the 100 breaststroke (1:07.53) and Marie West coat in the 100 freestyle (55.46).The UC Davis women’s team was led by Yuka Kohayashi, who placed first in the 100 butterfly with a time of 57.47 and the 100 backstroke with a time of 58.37.In the diving events, Cyndie Thompson took first in the 3-meter dive (235.35) and third in the 1- meter event (210.20), while Megan Vogeli placed first in the 1-meter (218.50) and third in the 3-meter competition with a score of 199.00.On Saturday, the Cal Poly men and women both defeated visiting Claremont-Mudd-Scripps in a dual meet at Mott Pool.The men defeated the Stags 136- 86, while the women won by a score of 151-91.
Do you hove a  pel chicken?  
Yeah, w e  knew  that.
Tsyck ic  Tallin
^  C ard  'Readif\<^
772-9393 
863 Main St 
Morro Boy
If s neat!"
X C i v c r
i S i o l x
Exciting Summer Jobs! Co-ed resident summer camp seeks college students to nil num erous teaching and counseling positions:
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On the men’s side, senior Trevor Cardinal who took first place in the 200 butterfly with a time of 2:03.96 and placed second in the 200 freestyle, finishing in 1:52.49 to lead the Mustangs. The team of Adam Westgate, Matt Davis, Cardinal and Kenji Yoshino won the 200 medley relay with a time of 1:42.73.For the Stags, Christian Wolfgruber led the way with two first place finishes in the 500 freestyle (4:57.70) and the 200 freestyle (1:51.31). The men’s team also took first place in the 200 freestyle relay. The team of Ryan Carpenter, Wolfgruber, Zachary Aho and Ryan Greene turned in a time of 1:31.95.Juniors Rea Lardelli, Stacy Peterson and Mary Thomas led the Cal Poly women’s team. Each took first place in two events. Lardelli took first in the 2(X) freestyle (2:01.23) and the 500 freestyle (5:24.24). Peterson won the 50 freestyle in a time of 25.27 and the 200 backstroke (2:08.56). Thomas placed first in the 400 individual medley (4:41.24) and the 200 butterfly with a time of 2:14.32.Claremont-Mudd-Scripps was led by Kelsey Barnes and Megan Yamall, who took two of the three first place finishes for the Athenas. Barnes took first in the 1 (X) freestyle with a time of 56.60, while Yamall finished first in the 200 breaststroke in 2:35.38. The Athenas also took first in the 200 freestyle relay (1:43.34) with the team of Linh Luong, Barnes, Tracy Winters and Clare Hudson.
BASKETBALL
continued from page 12
Dennis went to the line a game- high 10 times, making seven tree throws. He put up 19 points on 6-of-10 shooting to go along with four rebounds to lead the Mustangs’ efforts. Jason Allen followed with11 points.As they have done all season, guards Curtis Slaughter and Ian Boylan led Cal State Northridge.
T....................................“We had King^Kong on 
our back, not just a 
m onkey.”
Bobby Braswell
Cal State Northridge coach
The team’s two leading scorers for the year both put up a game-high 17 points to go along with two steals. Boylan shot 6-9 from the field.The Mustangs trailed by as many as 23 points in the game, causing the sellout crowd to leave Mott Gym as if there were a fire drill.The win helped the Matadors avoid a seven-game losing streak, something that has never happened to a Btibby Braswell-coached team.“It feels great,” Braswell said. “We had King Kong on our back, not just a monkey. This was a good win on the road against a gcKxl team.”This was the first home confer­
L g A P g R S  O M L Y  ^
The RoaiJ to S u c c e s s
Reflildlent: AdvtflMDir ItecruHLm ent:
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Cal Poly may have lost unexpect­edly to Northridge on Saturday, but it also won unexpectedly over Pacific two nights earlier.Playing before nearly 3,000 rau­cous fans, the Mustangs rallied to upset the first-place Tigers 75-72 Thursday night in Mott Gym.Power forward Varnie Dennis had another stellar game, finishing with a game-high 24 points, three blocks and two steals to lead the Mustangs.The Mustangs used a torrid 18-5 run over the final six minutes m steal and seal the game. They rallied after trailing by as much as 67-57 with 6:12 left.“I knew we had it in us,” said cen­ter Phil Johnson, who hit a free-
“We were coming out a lit' 
tie pumped for this gam e.”
Phil Johnson
Cal Poly center
throw with two seconds left to insure the three-point lead and preserve the stunning, come-from-behind win.“We were coming out a little pumped up for this game, coming off (two straight road losses),” Johnson said.Cal Poly channeled this intensity into primarily erratic play, as it was a game of runs throughout.The Mustangs came out gunning from the perimeter, kntKking down five of seven three-pointers to race to a 24'9 lead seven minutes into the game.The Tigers promptly roared back, however, forcing eight turnovers to whittle the Mustang lead to 40-38 at halftime.It almost got hopeless for the Mustangs in the second half, as Tiger guard Demetrius Jackson poured in 12 points in the opening minutes of the half to give Pacific a 67-57 lead.Jack.son, who finished with a team-leading 23 points, continually baffled Mustang defenders.“He really got it going in the sec­ond half,” said point guard Jastin Allen. “I thought I had him con­tained, but he’s really a great player.”The Tigers shot 12 of 24 during the rvin while the Mustangs sput­
tered, making only seven of 20 shots.“We weren’t getting our defensive stops,” Johnson said. “We couldn’t control their guard-dribble penetra­tion.”The Mustang defense intensified late, though, just as the offense start­ed rolling.“We came together as a group, pulled out tough rebounds (and) made some tough shots,” said small forward Shane Schilling, who strug­gled with more turnovers than shots (6-to-5), but pulled down eight rebounds.The Mustangs benefited particu­larly due to the fact that Tiger starters Tom Cockle, Tim Johnson and Jackson and bench big man Matt Kemper all got into foul trou­ble late.The Mott Gym crowd came to its feet as the Mustangs rallied, drawing fouls and nailing eight straight free throws to take its first lead since halftime, 69-68, after two Dennis free throws at 2:40 in the game.“It was huge getting the crowd’s suppiort,” Johnson said. “It really got us motivated.”Most fans stayed on their feet the rest of the game, and for gtxxl mea­sure - the lead flip-flopped over the next minute.Tiger point guard Miah Davis hit a jumper to give Pacific a 70-69 lead with 1:57 left, but Schilling then drew a foul and sunk both free throws to give the Mustangs a 71-70 advantage.Jackson scored his last points of the game to give the Tigers a 72-71 lead with 1:06 left, but it was the last
“W e’re playing very 
mature right now. Coming 
o ff that I O'point deficit 
shows how much more 
w e r e  becoming a team.”
Phil Johnson
Cal Poly cfenter
time Pacific scored or led.Allen scored on a layup to give Cal Poly a 73-72 advantage with 42 seconds in the game, then stole the ball from Christian Maraker and fed the ball to Steve Geary, who was promptly fouled.He hit one of his foul shots and Johnson followed up with a crucial reKiund on a missed Tiger lay-up and another foul shot.A last-gasp three-ptiinter by Maraker rattled in and out after the buzzer sounded.“We’re playing very mature right now," Johnson said. “Q>ming oft that 10-point deficit shows how ,  much more we’re becoming a team.”
Classified Advertising
Graphic Arts Building, Room 226 Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, CA 93407 ( 805) 756-1143
H e l p  W a n t e d
Wanted -- Church choir director 
who loves Jesus and music. 
Opportunity to develop music 
ministry in a growing church. 
Call Marge, 434- 1921, 1st Pres.
CMRG is looking for research 
candidates, 12 years and older for 
a canker sore clinical trial. Call 
805-549-7570 for more information. 
Compensation for time/travel 
available.
H e l p  W a n t e d
CMRG is actively looking for 
bacterial skin infection research 
candidates for our clinical research 
trial. Call 805-549-7570 for more 
information. Travel/time 
compensation paid.
H e l p  W a n t e d
If you have had two or fewer 
episodes of bacterial sinusitis in the 
past 12 months, CMRG is actively 
looking for sinusitis research candi­
dates, 18 years or older, for our 
clinical research trial. Call 
805-549-7570 for more 
information. Travel/time 
compensation paid.
E m p l o y m e n t  I H o m e s  F o r  S a l e
GET7DUR CLASSIFIED AD IN
NOW!! C lassified s arm killer!
BarlariHiFTiiTneei
Needed
Earn up to $25/Hr, 
International Bartender School 
will be in town 1 week only. 
Day/Eve classes, limited seat- 
ing. Call today 800-859-4109
C lassified s
756-1143
Houses and condos for sale 
For a free list of all houses and 
condos for sale in SLO call Nelson 
Real Estate 546-1990 or email 
Steve @ slohomes.com
Upgraded 3 bedroom, 2 
bath home with large yard 
and spa clo se  to Poly $ 
579,000
546-8252 or 441-1879
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Cal Poly Men's Basketball
Thrilling win, blowout loss
mustana
SCHE.DULE 1. TRIV,A
► Mustangs experience 
highs and lows in two- 
game weekend split
By Sean Martin
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
Cal Poly basketball head coach Kevin Bromley harped all week that the Cal State Northridge Matadors were much more dangerous than their six-game losing streak indicated.He was right. The Mustangs were slain 73-54 by the Big West’s last- place team Saturday night in front of 3,032 tans at Mott Gym.Cal Poly was down only 28-24 at the break — thanks largely to Northridge’s poor shooting — but the Matadors broke the game open with a 22-7 run in the second half.Sophomore forward Chris Davis’ two-handed breakaway dunk that opened that half for the Matadors was indicative of the game’s pace. Mustang turnovers allowed Northridge to score repeatedly on the breakaway, especially in the second half, when the Matadors shot 59 per­cent from the fltxir.It was established early that turnovers would be the Mustangs’ demise. Junior forwards Varnie Dennis and Shane Schilling had the ball stolen on the team’s first two pos­sessions, first by Northidge senior for­ward Armand Thomas and by sophiv more guard Ian Boylan.TTie Matadors, 19th in the nation in steals, ended the game with 12 swipes. In all, Northridge forced the hall out of Cal Poly’s p>ossession 26
times.“Turnovers were the biggest factor in this game,’’ Bromley said. “When you turn the hall over so much as we did, you cannot win. We still got up 40 shots, which means we theoreti­cally could have shot the ball 66 times tonight. It doesn’t matter if we could have shot them from half court; at least that would have given our guys a chance to get relxTunds.’’The Mustangs also had a dismal 37.5 percent field goal percentage, including 31.6 percent in the second half.“We actually started giving our­selves better looks in the second halt, hut hy then we couldn’t execute and make those shots,’’ Bromley said.Cal Poly came into the game with a definite size advantage. That allowed the Mustangs to hl(Kk seven shots, including tour by Dennis, but Northridge did well to compensate when it was on defense.“They came down hard on our big guys, especially Varnie (Dennis),’’ senior forward Diaby Kamara said. “They double-teamed and trapped them really well.’’Bromley received a technical foul in the first half because he thought his players were getting mauled in the paint.“(The Matadors) just got after it, playing really physical, hand-check­ing basketball,” he said. “1 really hate getting (technicals), but after that we got four (foul) calls in our favor. 1 was just protecting my guys."
see BASKETBALL, page 11
Cal Poly Men's and Women's Swimming
m m m m m
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DANIEL GONZALES/MUSTANG DAILY
Cal Poly point guard Jason Allen drives to the hoop during the 
Mustangs' 75-72 upset win Thursday against Pacific.
Aggies whip 
Poly 135-88
CAL POLY SPORTS INFORMATION REPORT
TTie UC Davis men’s and women’s swimming and diving teams swept the Mustangs in a dual meet Monday at Mott Pool.The final score for the men’s was 133.5-71.5, while the Aggies women’s team turned in a final result of 135- 
88.Ben Palmer led the Cal Poly men’s team hy taking two of the three first place finishes for the Mustangs.Palmer turned in a time of 1:57.48 in the 200 meter individual medley and in the 1(X) breaststroke, finishing with a time of 58.42. Kyle Power took first place in the 1,000 freestyle with a time of 9:59.04.For the Aggies, Matt Davie won first place in the 200 freestyle with a time of 1:42.31 and also placed first in the 500 freestyle with a time of 4:42.19.In men’s diving, Logan Champion finished first in both the 1-meter (178.00) and the 3-meter (178.15) diving competitions.On the women’s side, Arwyn Becker and Mary Thomas, each with a first and second place finish in the BRIAN KENT/MUSTANG DAa.Y
Cal Poly diver Marcia Berchenko 
see SWIMMING, page 11 makes a splash.
Cal Poly Women's Tennis
Mustangs shut 
out Gonzaga 7-0
CAL POLY SPORTS INFORMATION REPORT
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M€M'S ..A:5ltKT3AlU. sat., jan. 25, 7 p.m. 
''• U C S b  ®ucsb
.a.'.KE fBA. wed , jan 29, 7 p.m. 
long beach ® long beach
wt e-A' kstball''•ucsb sat., )an. 25,7 p m. ® cal poly
f j -  SASKiTBALL jan. 30,7 p.m.
long beach ©caipoiy
YVPfcVuhiT) , fri., jan 24,12 p.m 
embry riddle ®tempe, anz
''•arizona st.
fri., jan. 24.7 p.m 
® tempe, ariz.
W iWHyJMthjr, sat., jan. 25,1 p m
''• san jó se  st. ® san jóse
>WiMMIf'ß' fri , jan. 31,2 a.m.
san diego state ocaipoiy
TENNIS sat., jan 25,11 a m 
''• fresno st. o fresno st
STATS
By the numbers
Cal Poly turnovers in 
the M ustangs' 73-54  
lo ss to Cal State  
Northridge Saturday. 
The M atadors entered  
the gam e w in less  
in Big W est 
Conference play.
Score  of the M ustang  
w om en's tennis 
team 's w in  against 




Wilt Chamberlain was a 
notoriously awful tree-throw i, 
shooter. On the night of his ' 
NBA-record 100 point game, 
what did he shoot from the ; 
charity stripe? I
Submit answers to: jljacksoOcatpoty.edu
Friday s question
Where did the L.A. Clippers 
relocate from?
Congratulations Nick PuHano, Adam 
Serafín, Dan Katapouris, Vinny Ptfan, 
Michael ParoHni, and Matt Drinkwardll
Sports editor Jacob Jackson can 
be reached at 756-1796 or jljack- 
so@calpoty.edu.
